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Abstract 

The following annotated bibliography focuses on the trends in human resources training and 

professional development of academic librarians, especially during an economic downturn.  Some of the 

resources are general in nature and provide strategies that could be useful in many types of libraries. 

Other resources are very specific programs that would be beneficial to libraries such as Learning 2.0 and 

COIL on Wheels.  Two articles cover the topics of coaching and mentoring librarians. As they are issues 

faced by libraries around the world, two resources from outside the United States are given.   Besides 

the outstanding insights of Mary Rose Atkins of University of North Carolina at Charlotte and Mike 

Crumpton of University of North Carolina at Greensboro which added substantially to the research on 

this subject, the article by Steven Bell entitled, “Online or Out the Door” provided the most useful ideas 

for academic library administrators. Even during the return (hopefully) of prosperous times, these 

methods would continue to benefit academic libraries and their staff. 
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ACRL Professional Development Committee. (2000, July 8).  ACRL Statement on Professional 

Development.  Retrieved from 

http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/publications/whitepapers/acrlstatement.cfm  

Any bibliography of resources concerning the training and development of librarians needs to include 

the profession’s statement on the subject. The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) is 

the professional organization for librarians in academic and research institutions.  This document is both 

a declaration and a mandate.  Librarians in partnership with associations and institutions with shared 

goals and values commit to lifelong learning and personal growth.  The statement has separate sections 

detailing the responsibilities of academic and research librarians, ACRL, professional educators and 

academic institutions for achieving professional excellence. 

 

Adkins, M. R. (2010, October 14).  Personal communication.  

Mary Rose Atkins, Head of Technical Services at J. Murrey Atkins Library at the University of North 

Carolina at Charlotte gave some insights into how her library administration has been keeping librarians 

up-to-date in cost-effective ways.  She indicated that most training has gone online through various 

sources. In addition, networking in the area and visiting other local libraries have been beneficial means 

in helping further professional development. 

 

Bell, S. (2009).  Online or out the door:  Continuous learning for academic librarians in economic 

downturns.  Library Issues:  Briefings for Faculty and Administrators, 29(5).  Retrieved from 

http://www.libraryissues.com/pub/May09.pdf   

This is an excellent article about how academic library administrators can be creative during tight 

economic times in order to keep their staff informed about the latest developments in their profession. 

Bell’s strategies include visiting other local colleges to learn from each other, holding regular 

professional development meetings or programs with one or two other libraries, and supporting virtual 

conference participation. The author gives practical advice on how to successfully implement these 

strategies. Furthermore, in the worst case conditions, he explains how to be proficient at keeping up, 

share monitoring duties, provide TOC alerts, brown bag sessions, and Web 2.0 series. In sum, these are 

practical ways for keeping academic librarians up-to-date even when the economy improves. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/publications/whitepapers/acrlstatement.cfm
http://www.libraryissues.com/pub/May09.pdf
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Blowers, H. (2006).  Learning 2.0.  Retrieved from http://plcmcl2-about.blogspot.com/  

Learning 2.0 is a program created by Helene Blowers for the Public Library of Charlotte & Mecklenburg 

County back in 2006.  The program was implemented as a training portal to help librarians keep up with 

emerging technology trends.  Learning 2.0 includes 23 “things” that librarians can do on their own.  To 

encourage participation, the library system did provide a rewards system. Blowers allowed her materials 

and ideas to be copied through a Creative Commons license and over 250 academic, public, private and 

state libraries have since adopted the Learning 2.0 model.  In sum, Learning 2.0 is a particularly useful 

model for learning about Web 2.0 technology that can be adapted to any library. 

 

Crumpton, M. (2010, October 14).  Personal communication. 

Michael Crumpton, Assistant Dean for Administrative Services for the University Libraries at the 

University of North Carolina-Greensboro gave me a thoughtful commentary on professional 

development for academic librarians. First, he indicated that most of the recent trends in professional 

development have resulted from changing user needs and/or expectations and gave examples of such. 

Second, he noted the advantage academic libraries enjoy over public or special libraries in that they 

have the resources of the institution to apply to the skill set needed. 

 

Donovan, G., & Figueroa, M. (Eds.).  (2009).  Staff development strategies that work!  Stories and 

strategies from new librarians.  New York, NY:  Neal-Schuman Publishers.   

In this book, Donovan and Figueroa have edited a collection of staff development techniques written by 

eighteen “new” librarians for library administrators.  The editors consistently use the term “staff 

development” as opposed to “professional development” in making their point that in the former, 

individuals plan their development rather than rely on management.  The book is divided into two parts:  

“In the Library” and “Out of the Library,” and includes blocks with helpful “quick tips” throughout the 

chapters. Interestingly, Chapter 7 is a written by a UNCG librarian, Cat Saleeby McDowell whose section 

“Characteristics of Great Manager” is written about her former supervisor, Tim Bucknall. Chapter 6 is 

written by a former UNCG MLIS graduate, Stephen Brooks.  In sum, this book excels in giving practical 

tips for supervisors.  While the authors do not deal with the current economic conditions and limited 

funds per se, there are a lot of excellent, inexpensive suggestions that could assist in developing library 

professionals in any type of economy. 

 

Hoberecht, T. & Brown, E. (2010).  COIL on wheels:  a library professional development roadshow.  

Medical Reference Services Quarterly, 29(3), 286-293.  Retrieved from Taylor & Francis 

Informaworld database.   

http://plcmcl2-about.blogspot.com/
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This article is about a program called COIL on Wheels, a professional development road show that 

matches member librarian interests with institutional needs.  COIL (Community of Oklahoma Instruction 

Librarians) is a special interest group of the Oklahoma chapter of the Association of College and 

Research Libraries.  The group realized that with tight budgets librarians were not able to travel to 

workshops or conferences.  Their vision was to bring the expertise of the COIL librarians to other 

librarians with customized presentations and peer-to-peer teaching.  First, they divided the state into 4 

sections and conducted a skills inventory survey of their members. When a library requests a workshop, 

they are matched with COIL librarians. The librarians then prepare the presentations and conduct the 

workshop at the requesting library. This program works well for both the librarians conducting the 

training and those receiving the training.  In sum, this is an excellent article with details about an 

innovative program developed for professional training. 

 

Metz, R. (2010). Coaching in the library.  American Libraries, 41(3), 34-37. 

The author of this article believes that the greatest challenge for libraries and librarians is continually 

being faced with change.  She discusses the benefits of coaching as a professional development tool 

especially needed in the current severe economic downturn.  She cites a Center for Creative Leadership 

study which noted that many organizations are moving from individual leadership development to 

collective teams.  While integrating coaching into other learning practices, many organizations are also 

listing coaching as a core competency required of top leaders. These establishments believe coaching is 

critical to development and effectiveness of the organization.   (Note: the second edition of the author’s 

book Coaching In the Library: A Management Strategy for Achieving Excellence is due out soon and will 

include “best resources” on coaching, finding coaches, and coaching workshops and classes.)  In sum, 

this author presents coaching as a means for providing professional development for librarians. 

 

Murphy, S. A. (2008).  Developmental relationships in the dynamic library environment:  Re-

conceptualizing mentoring for the future.  The Journal of Academic Librarianship, 34(5), 434-

437.  Retrieved from Library Literature and Information Science database. 

The author of this article argues that library career paths are no longer well defined and that traditional 

hierarchical mentoring does not adequately prepare future library leaders. The author examines current 

perceptions of mentoring in library science. Then she reviews the literature in human resources to 

conclude that library professionals at all levels of experience and responsibilities need to learn to work 

together.  In conclusion, the author points out the value of multiple developmental relationships for 

learning.  In sum, the author advocates that academic libraries have to rethink mentoring relationships 

given changes in technology, society, and the nature of work.   
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Stanley, M.J. (2008).  Managing library employees:  A how-to-do-it manual.  New York:  Neal -Schuman 

Publishers. 

The 161st title in Neal-Schuman’s series of How-To-Do-it Manuals guides librarians through human 

resources topics as applied to libraries.  It is meant to give the practical side of human resources 

management (HRM) in everyday situations.  The author begins with an explanation of human resources 

management in libraries, terms, trends, and how HRM differs by type of library. The following chapters 

cover employment law; recruitment and selection; training, retention, and professional development; 

compensation and benefits; appraisals; conflict resolution; communication and technology. The chapter 

on training, retention, and professional development covers orienting new librarians, mentoring, 

training (including a sample training needs survey), developing leadership skills, increasing satisfaction, 

and retaining good employees. The section about affording training programs gives several good ideas.   

The list of references at the end of the chapter provides additional sources on this subject.  In sum, this 

is a good, practical resource that thoroughly covers the subject. 

 

Verzosa, F. (2009).  Best practices:  Professional development for librarians [slideshare presentation]. 

Retrieved from http://www.slideshare.net/verzosaf/best-practices-professional-development-

for-librarians  

Best practices is a PowerPoint presentation on slideshare by Fe Angela M. Verzosa at the MAHLAP 

(Medical and Health Librarians Association of the Philippines) Congress held in the Philippines in 

February 2009.  After defining the term “professional development” and elaborating on the IFLA 

principles for professional education, Verzosa goes through what the requirements for best practices, 

possible learning activities, and lists of competencies and skills. She finishes her presentation with the 

realities of what librarians don’t have and the challenges of keeping up-to-date. In sum, even though 

this presentation was done in the Philippines, it is relevant around the world. Her premise is that the 

responsibility for library professional development is shared by practitioners, their institutions, 

professional associations, government regulatory agencies, and library and information science 

programs.  

 

Williams, D. E. (2009).  Advances in library administration and organization [electronic resource]. 

Available from http://ilsweb.uncg.edu/web2/tramp2.exe/form/A00f6l69.000 

This E-book focuses on Finnish research in library and information science. While it’s not exclusively 

about Finnish librarianship, it gives the Finnish perspective on some universal problems related to 

librarianship.  Each of the twelve chapters focuses on LIS research.  Two articles apply particularly to 

professional development.      

Iivonen and Huotari’s article, entitled The University’s Library’s Intellectual Capital , concerns the 

university library’s intellectual capital (IC) as a part of the university’s intellectual capital.  They propose 

http://www.slideshare.net/verzosaf/best-practices-professional-development-for-librarians
http://www.slideshare.net/verzosaf/best-practices-professional-development-for-librarians
http://ilsweb.uncg.edu/web2/tramp2.exe/form/A00f6l69.000
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that by enhancing the library’s IC, the university enhances its overall performance.  Especially in times of 

limited public funding, universities are facing pressure to achieve better outcomes in teaching, learning 

and research.  They believe that the university’s IC is more important than physical assets or financial 

resources and that the university library’s IC can improve the university’s IC.  In sum, investment in the 

knowledge, skills and experiences of library staff contributes to the university attaining its goals. While 

this is a very theoretical article, it provides a clear justification for the university to solidly support the 

professional development of its librarians. 

Talija’s article, entitled Scholarly Communities and Computing Expertise: the Role of Formal and Informal 

Trainin, is based on interviews with 45 scholars about acquiring computing expertise.  The study found 

that formal courses and an individual’s motivation to learn were of minimal value in gaining computing 

knowledge.  The researchers found that collaborative work and information sharing, professional role 

and identity, available time resources, the nature of work tasks, and existing social ties and networks 

were more important factors in learning computer competency.  Computer technology expertise has to 

be linked with the domains of work, concrete tasks and applicable work problems.  Beyond the practical 

nature of learning, the researchers found that cultural communities and social traditions contribute 

substantially to gaining computer expertise. In sum, the implications for professional development of 

librarians is two-fold:  computer expertise comes from having work related assignments in an 

environment of collaboration and peer to peer instruction; and conversely, library instruction in 

computer training needs to be done in light of these findings.  

 

 

 

 


